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X,=j?x(X,_,,X,_, ,..., Xk_,)T+~k, r<ks[nh], 
X;=p*x(X,_,,X,_, ,..., Xk_,)T+~k, [nh]<ksn, 
where /3 = (p,, . . . , pr), p* = (PT, . . . , p:) and p # /3*. As usual, xT denotes the 
transpose of vextor x. We want to test 
Ho: A=1 
against the alternative 
H,: A E (0,l). 
The change-point mode1 occurs very often in econometrics and in technology. For 
a survey on applications in econometrics we refer to Goldfeld and Quandt (1976). 
Basseville and Benveniste (1986) presented a wide range of applications of the 
change-point analysis, from signal segmentation for pattern recognition to failure 
detection in dynamical controlled systems. 
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We assume that under H, the sequence {X,, r < k <CO} is a stationary auto- 
regressive process: 
under Ho, {X,, r < k < a} is a stationary sequence, pr # 0 and 
the roots of the polynomial t’ - p, t’-’ - P2t’-* - + * * - pr = 0 are 
less than one in absolute value. (1.1) 
We also need some regularity conditions on the error terms: 
{Ed, 0 s k < 00) are independent, identically distributed random 
variables with 
EEL = 0, O<a2=Varak<~ and EE~<w. (1.2) 
Under Ho we have a stationary autoregressive process of order r, while under the 
alternative there is a change in the scheme after the first [nh] observations. Brown 
et al. (1975) suggested that tests for Ho can be based on the residuals 
A 
&i,n=X;-~nX(Xi-,,Xi-2,. ..,Xi_r)T, (1.3) 
where b,, is the least squares estimate of the coefficient based on {X,, r < k s n}. 
Kulperger (1985) developed a family of tests based on the functionals of the sum 
of residuals 
Z,,(k)= C &, lsksn. 
ISiS/% 
(1.4) 
He showed that n-“‘Z,((n + l)t)/a converges weakly to a Wiener process 






(T n ,?s/csn g(-> 
Z;(k) 2 g(t) W’(t) dt, 
n 
(1.6) 
if Jfi tg( t) dt < 00. The statistics in (1.5) and (1.6) are not very sensitive if the change 
occurs at the beginning or at the end of the data, i.e., if A is near to zero or one. 
We get more powerful tests, if we use the weighted functionals of the sum of the 
residuals. We define 
-l/2 
@I’,!?_ ~ I.zlW)l 
n 
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The tests in (1.7)-(1.10) are very sensitive if A is near to zero, but they do not have 
this property if A is large. We can get tests which are senstive to changes at both 
ends, using a symmetrized version of 2,. We define 
&(t)=Zn((n+l)t)-ttZ,(n), 




CT OX q(t) ’ 
-l/2 
C(2) = n I&(t)1 
n 









We assume that our weight functions belong to one of the following classes when 




Q. = q: q is nondecreasing in a neighbourhood of zero 




q: q is nondecreasing in a neighbourhood of zero, 
nonincreasing in a neighbourhood of one and 
inf q(t)>0 for all 0<6<$ . 
fiG,=,-fi I 
a(x) = (2 log x)1/2, b(x)=2logx+$loglogx-flogr 










0 t(1 -t) 
0141”‘01512 
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Throughout this paper { W(t), 0 s t < 00) stands for a Wiener process. To state our 
results we also need 
I 
‘x 
m = m(p) = (27~)~“’ lxlp exp( -ix’) dx 
-oD 
and 




dx dy du. 
It is easy to check that m(2) = 1 and d(2) = 2. First we consider the asymptotics of 
D(1) (4) 
n ,..., D, . 
Theorem 1.1. We assume that (l.l), (1.2) and HO hold. 
(i) Let q E Qo. If I( q, c) < ~0 for some c > 0, then we have 
lim P{D’,“sx, a(log n)D’,Z’s b(log n)+y} 
n-m 
= P sup 1 I W)l -Gx exp(-exp(-y)), O<l<l q(t) I 
for all x and y. 





then we have 






for all x and y where @ stands for the standard normal distribution function. 
The results in Theorem 1.1 are optimal. It is well-known (cf., for example, Csorgii 
et al., 1986) that P{supo<,<, 1 W( t)l/q( t) <CO} = 1 if and only if I(q, c) < 00. Similarly, 
Csiirgii, Horvath and Shao (1993) showed that the condition ji t”“/q(t) dt < ~0 is 
necessary and sufficient for the almost sure finiteness of ji1 W( t)lP/q( t) dt. 
Next we state similar limit theorems for C’,“, . . . , Cy’ . Let {B(t), 0 c t G 1) denote 
a Brownian bridge. 
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Theorem 1.2. We assume (l.l), (1.2) and Ho hold. 
6) Let 9 E &. If I *( q, c) <co for some c > 0, then we have 
lim P{C’,“Gx, a(log n)C’,Z’G b(log n)+y} 
n+oO 
exp(-2 exp(-y)), 
for all x and y. 
(ii) Let 9 be positive on (0, 1) and 1 up <co. rf 
i 




then we have 
lim P{C’,3’~x, (4d log n)-“2(C~‘-2m log n)< y} 
f7’c.z 




for all x and y. 
By Csiirg6 et al. (1986) we have that the condition I”(9, c) <CO for some c > 0 is 
necessary for (1.18). Similarly using CsorgB et al. (1993) we get that (1.20) implies 
(1.19). Simulations showed that tests based on (1.17) and (1.20) are not sensitive 
to the choice of p. 
Our approach is based on the residual partial sums. Brown et al. (1975) suggested 
that we can use the residual partial sums to test H, against the change point 
alternative. Kulperger (1985) obtained the first results for the residual partial sums 
in case of an autoregressive process. A different method is based on the empirical 
distribution and spectral functions. Picard (1985) studied the empirical spectral 
function in case of stationary Gaussian sequences and Giraitis and Leipus (1990) 
generalized her results for moving-average sequences. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this section we assume that Ho holds. Using the definition of the residuals 
we can write 
I 
si,n= &i- C (b,,f~-P,)~t-j, (2.1) 
,sjsr 
where g,, = (/$,,n,. . A . , p,,,) is the least square estimator of /I based on {X,, r < k G n}. 
Introducing 
R(k)= C C C&i,, -Pj)xi-j 
,GiSk ,zG,sr 
(2.2) 
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and 
S(k)= c &i, (2.3) 
,%iSk 
we have 
Z,,(k)=S(k)-R(k), liken. (2.4) 
Similarly we get 
&(t)=&(t)-d,(t), O<t<1, (2.5) 
where 
~~(t)=S((n+l)t)-ftS(n), O<t<1, (2.6) 
and 
~,(t)=~((n+i)t)-tR(n), o<t<i. (2.7) 
If we can show that R, and I?, are negligible terms in (2.4) and (2.5), then it is 
enough to work with sums of i.i.d. r.v.‘s. First we consider some technical lemmas 
for R(k) and then we list some important properties of S, and 2,. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf (1.1) and (1.2) h&f, fhen, as n+co we haue 
n”2(P*n-/3)=OP(1). (2.8) 
Proof. Lemma 2.1 is well-known. Its proof can be found, for example, in Kulperger 
(1985, Lemma 2.1). 0 
The following lemma is a slightly generalized version of an inequality in Kulperger 
(1985, p. 111). 
Lemma 2.2. If (1.1) and (1.2) hold, then we can find a constant C such that for all 
l<N<Mwehave 
E(NJGMX)4WM-N)2. (2.9) 
Proof. We use the moving averages representation of stationary autogressive pro- 
cesses. There is a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s {6,, --OO< k <CO} such that 
x, = c (YiSk_;, (2.10) 
Oc-;<cc 
Sk and E,, have the same distribution. For the sake of simplicity we assume that the 
roots of 
t’_-p,t’P’_P2tr-2_. . .-pr=o (2.11) 
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are real and distinct. The roots of (2.11) are denoted by t, , . . . , t,. By Theorem 2.61 
in Fuller (1976, p. 56) we can find constants a,, . . . , a, such that 
k k (Y~=a,t,+a,t,+.* . + art;, Osk<co. (2.12) 
With some algebra one can verify 
c 
fV<isM 
X=0 ;<a Y!3M-k, 
=s 
where yk = yk( N, M) and they are defined by 
Yo= ao, 
Yl=“o+‘yl, 
y&,-N =ao+a,+. * .+a&f-_N, 
and 
y,=uj_~,_N~+...+a,, M-N<l<m. 
Thus we get 
Let i= max{lt,), . . . , It,l} and a =max{lu,l,. . . , [a,[}. By (1.1) we have O< i< 1 and 
(2.12) gives 
1% =S rufk, Osk<oo. 
Using the definition of yk we get 
M_&k<m Y: =s M_;k<m (CM - N)~rf”)~ -_++f-,)4. 
Also, we obtain 
c Ff 4(M-N+1). 
( > 
Similar arguments give 
c r:s c 
N-N<k<m M-N<k<oo 




The case of multiple and complex roots can be covered similarly and therefore 
omitted. 0 
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Lemma 2.3. If (1.1) and (1.2) hold, rhen, as n -+ co, we have 
n “2 ,2f2n ; IW)l= O,(l) 
n “‘,~~~~~lR(“)-R(k)l=oP(1). 
Proof. By definition, we have 
Lemma 2.1 gives 






Next we apply Lemma 2.2 and the Markov inequality and obtain 
for all x > 0 and 1 <j G r, which implies 
(2.18) 
Putting together (2.15), (2.16) and (2.18) we get (2.13). 
The proof of (2.14) is similar to that of (2.13) and hence omitted. 0 
Lemma2.4. Zf(l.l), (1.2) holdand lsg(n)<n,g(n)+cO, 
n l/2 ,sk~~~g,Hi-& b(n) -R(k)1 = op(l). 
Proof. Similarly to (2.17) we have for all x > 0 that 
P{.Iz!~:~~:~,~~~~~j~ ~x}=4&J(: 
then, us n + ~0, we have 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
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which immediately implies 
Now (2.16) and (2.21) yield (2.19). Similar arguments give (2.20). q 
Lemma 2.5. We assume that (1.2) holds. 







for all 0s vsa and 
sup In -“‘S(nt)-oW,(t)l=o,(l). 
OG,G, 
(2.23) 




(t(*_t))‘/2-” =OP(l)s (2.24) 
for all 0s usa and 
sup In ~“‘S,(t)-o13,(t)J=Op(l). 
cl<,<, 
(2.25) 
Proof. (i) Koml&, Major and Tusnfidy (1975, 1976) constructed a Wiener process 
{ W(t),Os t<a} such that 
(S(t)-aW(t)l~.0(t”4) (t-02). 
Thus we get 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
for all 0s vC$. Since Wn(t) = no”’ W(nt) is a Wiener process for each n, (2.27) 
implies (2.22) and (2.23) follows from (2.26). 
(ii) We can write 
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Using again the Komlds, Major and Tusnady construction we can define two Wiener 
processes {W’,“(t), 0 S t < ~0) and { W’,“(t), 0 s t < 00) such that WV) and WV’ are 







Next we define 
n-‘/2( W’,‘)(nt) - t( W’,“(fn) - W’,“($z))), ostt;, 
B,(t) = 
n -‘/2(W(n2’(n(l-r))+(l-t)(W’,l’(~n)- W’,2)(ln))), $stSl. 
Computing the covariance function of B,(t), we can easily verify that {B,(t), 0 s t S 
1) is a Brownian bridge for each n. Now (2.24) follows from (2.29) and (2.30). 
It is easy to see that 
sup k%(r)l =op(I), sup \&(r)l= op(l), 
O<l~l/(n+l) n/(n+l)Sr<l 
and the definition of g,,(t) implies 
n -l/2 sup I$,(t)~G~lS(n)l=o,(l), 
O<r<l/(n+l) 
and similarly 
,-l/2 sup IRlwl = 41). 
n/(n+l)<t<l 
Hence (2.24) yields (2.25). q 
Lemma 2.6. We assume that (1.2) holds and 1 s p < ~0. 
(i) Let Oca(n)<p(n)Sl and 
y(n) = ; log 
P(n) 
max(l/n, a(n)) ’ 
If-y(n)+co (n+oo), then we have 
A$ P a(r(n)) 1 sup 1 IS( --sb(y(n))+y =exp(-2exp(-y)) o(n)srrp(n) (T (nt)“* 1 
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and 





for all y. 
(ii) Let Occ~(n)<P(n)~l and 
1 min(l-l/n,P(n))(l-max(l/n,a(n))) y”(n)=$log (L_ I min(1 -l/n,@(n))) max(a(n), l/n) 
Zf y*( n) + 00 (n + a), then we have 
plP a(y*(n))l I n-“2(&( t)J u ,(,,ty!&) (t(1 -t))‘/2< b(y*(n))+y I 
and 
= exp( -2 exp( -y)) 
ii12 P (4dr*(n))-“’ dt-2my*(n) 
for all y. 
Proof. It follows from (2.21) and (2.22) that (n-‘/‘/o) ~up,‘,‘~,~~(,,’ IS(nt)l/t”’ 
and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 Wt)llt”’ must have the same limit distribution (cf. Csiirgii 
et al., 1986). The limit distribution of the supremum of the normalized Wiener 
process was calculated by Darling and Erdiis (1956). Similarly, the limit distribution 
of ~~~~~~(n-“2/a)S(nt)~p/t’tp’2dt and j~j~~V’,nl W(t)lP/t’+p’2 dt are the same. The 
central limit theorem for the latter integral is proven in Csijrgii and Horvath (1988). 
Similar arguments can be used to get proofs of the last two statements of Lemma 
2.6. 0 
3. Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
We start with (1.15) and (1.17). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (i) If Z(q, c) COO for some c>O, then we have (cf. Csorgii 




First we show 
(3.1) 
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By (2.4) it suffices to prove 










Applying Lemma 2.4 with g(n) = n.s we obtain 
n -‘I2 sup -. ‘R(nf)‘< sup Ln-‘/2 sup 
FS,C, q(t) r=sr<1 q(t) 
IR(k)l=o,(l) 9 (3.6) 
np=sksn 
for all O< 8 < 1. Since E can be as small as we wish, (3.3) follows from (3.1), (3.5) 
and (3.6). 




In-“2S(nt)-uW~(l)l+ sup In-“‘S(M)-aW,(t)l 
I,rI=G,5~ s(t) F%,%l s(t) 
= O,(l) C+op(l), 
,,,sz+ q(t) 
where we used (2.22) and (2.21) with v = 0. Applying 
/n-“‘S( nf) - aW,( t)l sup 
4(t) 
= op( 1). 
i/n5t<l 
Since 
sup (S( nt)l = 0 
O<r<l/n 
and 





I W)l o’,” 2 sup - 
o<r<, q(t) 
(3.11) 
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Lemma 2.3 yields 
233 
Lemma 2.6 gives 
sup 
IS( 
- = Op((log log log n)“*), 
O<rs(logn)/n (nt)“2 
and therefore we have 
a(log n) 
1 lUnt)l -~- 
“<,=$&),H u (nt)“* (b(log n)+y) :-m. 
Using Lemma 2.4 we obtain 
sup 
IR(nt)l 
___ = op( l/(log n)“*). 
(logn)/n~t~I/logn (nt)“* 
Similarly to (3.12) we have 
4l% n) 1 I-m4 ,,,,s,:cp,.<, CT (nt)” -p-(b(log n)+y) 5 --co 
and 
a(log n) sup 
1 IS( 
---(b(log n)+y): --co. 
I,~og,,IrG-l (T (nt)“* 
Lemma 2.6 implies 
1 IS( 
hgn~~nS2L~~hgn (T (nt)“’ 






for all y. Putting together (2.4) and (3.12)-(3.15), we get 
lim P{a(log n)D’,Z’s b(log n)+y}= exp(-exp(-y)), 
n-a? 
for all y. 
In the light of (3.2) and (3.12)-(3.15) it is enough to establish the asymptotic 
independence of n-l’* SU~~<,~, IS(nt)l/q(t) and 
a(logn) SUP~<,<~ (l/~)lS(nt)l/(nt)“‘- b(log n). 
Let 
J(u)= Oy 1 ifOGuCn/logn, S(u)-S(n/logn), if n/lognGu<n. (3.16) 
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Using (3.1) and the central limit theorem we get 
n 
PI/2 sup Lw-J(nOl 
4(t) I/lOgfl~~Sl 
s (n/log rr-“2 
= OP(l), 
‘I( > SL log n 
l/2 n Lfn-‘/2 s - I( >I 1 oar, q(t) log n sup - FSIS, q(t) 
‘hus we get since E can be as small as we want. 1 
(3.17) 
IS(nt)I -l/Z IJ(nt)l n -‘I2 sup 
0<,<1 so= n 
-+op(1). 
“Yfcp, q(t) 
Darling and Erdiis (1956) showed 
n -l/2 sup Nd -= Op((log log log n)“2), 
I/logn=rcl t r/2 





lim P a(log n) 
1 
1 IS( - -s b(log n)+y 
n-cc “<,sYjk@ o- (nt)“2 I 
= exp(-ev-y)>, (3.21) 
for all y. Since {J(u), 0 s u s n} and {S(t), 0 s t G n/log n} are independent for each 
n, the asymptotic independence follows from (3.18), (3.20) and (3.21). 
(ii) The following elementary inequality 
~~x~~-~~~~~~p2”{~x-y(~+~x~~-‘~x-y~}, l~p<co, (3.22) 
will be useful later on. First we prove 
---dt+o,(l). 
Let 0~ B < 1. By (3.22) we have 
n-“/2 I F I lS(ntf - R(nt)l" - Wt)l”l dt 0 s(t) 
=A’,“(e)+Aff)(~). 
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and 
A’,Z’( E) = o,( l)n”m”‘/2 
I 
F t’“b;::‘-’ dt 
0 
= G(1) sup 
( 
jn-‘/2qnl)( P-1 F f/2 
t’12-‘/‘2’p-l” 
> J - dt. ,,<,SF 0 4(t) 
Hence by (3.8) we have 
J 
P/2 
A(,Z)(E)=O~(~) ’ ldt. 
0 s(t) 
Applying Lemma 2.4 we obtain 
n -p/2 J ’ II~~~~~-~~~~~(“-I~~~~~l~ldt~o,(l) e s(t) 
Now condition (1.16) and (3.25), (3.27), (3.28) yield (3.23). 
Lemma 2.5 gives 
J ’ Il~-“2~~~~~lp-l~W,~~~Ipldr~o (1) P 9 F s(t) 
for all O< E < 1 and (3.22) implies 
J F Iln~“‘s(nt)l”-laW,(t)lPI dt ‘/n 4(t) 
s p2” J F ~n-“‘s(nt)-cTW,(t)~” dt ‘ln 4(t) F 
+p2” J laS,(t)l”~‘In-“‘S(nt)-aW,(t)l dt I/n s(t) 
=A’,~‘(E)+AA(~~‘(E). 
Lemma 2.5 implies 
A?‘( E) 5~ ~2” 
( 
sup In?‘S(nt)-awn(t)) p F tp’* 
‘/2 )I -dt I/n=srGl t 0 s(t) 
= O,(l) J F ‘p/zdt 0 4(t) ’ 
and 
A?‘( E) = O,( 1) 
I 
F P2jWn(t)JP- dt. 
0 4(t) 
It is easy to see 
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where N(0, 1) is a standard normal r.v. Hence we obtain 
A!?(E) = Op( 1) 
I 
F ‘p/zdt 
0 s(r) ’ 
which completes the proof of 
( )I n-‘/2 p ’ IPWPdt= ’ IW”(nr)lpdr+o (1) u 0 s(t) 1 P . 0 s(t) 




’ I WWdt 
0 4(t) . 
Using (3.22) again we have 
*-P/2 I ’ I I%4 - R(nt)l” -_(SWIP( d* 0 t’+P/2 
< p2Pn -p/2 ’ INndIP ---dt+p2Pn-p/2 
‘In 
t’+P/2 




= A’s’+ A(h) 
” 
Lemma 2.3 gives 
A:’ = O,( 1). 









Now (3.37)-(3.39) yield 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
and therefore by Lemma 2.6 we conclude 
lim P((2d log n)-“2( Di4’ - m log n) G y} = Q(y). (3.41) n-a, 
The proof of (1.17) is complete if we can establish the asymptotic independence 
of II’,” and D’,“‘. B y (3.23) and (3.40) it is enough to show the asymptotic indepen- 
dence of nppi2 5: IS(nt)lP/q(t) dt and nep” f; (S(nt)lP/t’fp’2 dt. Using Lemma 2.6 
we get 
n-Pl2 iS(nt)lP&+o (log log n) 
t’+lv2 P 2 (3.42) 
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and therefore (3.23) gives 
‘s~~~,!~Pdt+O,(loglog n). 
t 
Similarly to (3.17) we have 




Foreachn,{S(t),O~t<logn}and{J(u),O s u c n} are independent, and therefore 
the asymptotic independence follows from (3.42) and (3.44). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (i) If Z*(q, c) < 00 for some c > 0, then we have (3.1) and 
s(t) 
‘I’: (1 _ t)i12 = m. 
We start with the proof of 
n -‘i2 sup Iat)-kn(t)l = op( 1). 
o-z,<, 4(t) 
By (2.5) it suffices to establish 





For all O< E <f we have 
+ sup In-“2k(t)l 
n/(n+l)<l<l 4(t) 
= L”‘+. . 
n * + L’,5’. 
Using (2.7) and Lemma 2.4 we get 
-l/2 
p<n 
n -n+l IR(n)l=op(l) 
and 
L’,s’ = O,( 1). (3.50) 
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Applying Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we obtain 
L’,z’= O,(l) sup t 
O<(S-F q(t)’ 
(3.51) 




Li3’ = Op( 1) (3.53) 
for all 0< E <i. Combining (3.1) and (3.45) with (3.48)-(3.53), we conclude (3.47). 




s sup ln~“2&(r) -fl&(t)l + sup ln+2&(t) - a&)l 




= ~(6) + ~‘7’~ ~‘8). 
n n n (3.54) 
Choosing v = 0 in (2.23) we get 
j/2 




(1 - t)“’ 
12L q(t) . 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
By (2.23) we have 
L’,” = op( 1) (3.57) 
for all O< E <i. Now (3.1), (3.45) and (3.55)-(3.57) imply (3.54). We note 
n -l/2 (3.58) 
and 
-l/2 ls^ (4 n -=0,(l). 
n,(nYE,<l q(t) 
(3.59) 
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The assumption I*( q, c) < 00 holds, if and only if the random variable 
supo<,~~,(B(t)l/q(t) is almost surely finite. Thus by (3.54)-(3.59) we conclude 
n 
IS (01 -112 sup n IBn(f)l 
O<,<, q(t) =“,ls’tP, q(t) 
-+op(l). 
From (3.46) and (3.60) it follows 
c(l) J 
n I, ,“‘l’p, $y. 
J _ 
Lemma 2.3 yields 
n -Ii2 sup IpL(t)l 
or,<, (t(l-l))‘/‘=olS(l). 
Using Lemma 2.6 we can verify 
n-‘/2 lQ)l 
O<,:;:nJ,n (r(t - t))“’ 
= O,((log log log n)“2), 
Ii’/’ l%(t)l ,p,,08~;c,._, cttl _ r))l12 = W(l% 1% log nY2), 
and hence we get 
1 
n -l/2 _ 
o- 











-(b(log n)+y): -co. 
Using Lemma 2.4 again we obtain 
n 
-l/2 IR&)l 
~logn~,nSX,iogrl (t(1 - t))“2 




I-,/log ns,G,-(,ogn),n (t(1- t))r’2= Op(l’(log n)“2). sup 
Lemma 2.6 and (3.62) imply 
r/2 
a(log n) n P”(t)1 
u I,,ogn~,~,~l,,ogn (t(l- t))1/2-(b(10g n)+v) 4 --co sup 
and 
r/2 
a(log n)% l-b)l 
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- a(log n) max SUP 
I&WI 
u (logn)/n~r~l/logn (t(1- f))“2r 
ISA 
I-l:lngnX(I,Xn)/n (t(1- t))“* > 
s b(log n)+y 
I 
= lim P 
1 
n-1/* 
- a(log n) 
I&O)l 
n-F u (logn)in~~~~-(logn)/s (t(1- t))“* 
s b(log n)+y 
I 




II-LX u aClog n) (SW, (t(l _ t)i,,2s mx3 n)+y 
. (3.70) 
Collecting together (3.65)-(3.70) we obtain 
lim P{a(log n)CX’s b(log n)+y} =exp(-2 exp(-y)). 
n-co (3.71) 
It is clear from the proofs of (3.61) and (3.71) that (1.18) is established if we 
show the asymptotic independence of n-l’* sup,,< ,<, I$, ( t)l/ q( t) and 
5, = n -“*a(log n) max 
{ 
1 IQ)l - 
u R&XWogn (t(1 - t))“2’ 
1 I~At)l 
CT ,-,,, 0gn:2-(,ogn),n(t(l - t))‘/* I -b(log n), 
Using the central limit theorem we get 
n 
-l/2 #(n)l 
(,ogn),ns,c-_l,,ogn (t(1- t))l/*=oP(l’(lOg n)“2) 
sup 
n 
-l/2 (I- ~)IS(n)l 
I-,,lognE!~(,Ogn),” (t(1- t))“’ 
= Op( l/(log n)“*), 
and therefore we have 
5, = n-‘/2 - a(log n) max 1 IS((n + 1)tl U o<,::,Sogn (t(1- f))“*’ 
sup 
IS((n+l)t)--S(n)1 





0, 0 G u < n/log n, 
i,(u) = S(u)-S(n/log n), n/log n S u S n -n/log n, 
S(n-n/logn)-S(n/logn), n-n/logn<usn, 
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and 
v,(t)=j,((n+l)t)-zS,(n), octc1. 
It is clear that 
{K(l), O<t<lI, {S((n + 1)t), 1 < t < l/log n} 
and {S((n+l)t)-S(n),l-I/logn~~tl} 
are independent. Similarly to (3.18) we can show 
(3.73) 
The asymptotic independence follows immediately from (3.72)-(3.74). 
(ii) First we prove 
n-L’2 p CO’= - 
n ( )I ’ I~n(~)lpdt+o (1) ff 0 4(t) P 
Similarly to (3.24)-(3.27) we have 
n-P/2 J ‘Il~~(~)-~.(t)l”-l~~(t)lPld~~Op(l) fC t 0 q(t) I 0 q(t) . 
The symmetricity of the processes $, and l?, gives 
,-w I ’ II~~!~)-R,,(t)lp-I~~(~)lPldt~o (1) ’ 4(f) P u-t)p’*dl I--F J I--F 4(t) ’ 












for all 0 < F cf. Condition (1.19) and (3.76)-(3.78) yield (3.75). If the approximation 
with Wiener processes in (3.29)-(3.34) is replaced by the corresponding approxima- 




By (3.75) and (3.79) we have 
. 







Thus we conclude 
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lim P((4d log n)-“2(C~4’-2m log n) Sy} = Q(y). 
n-u7 
The proof of the asymptotic independence is very simple. We note that 
f”l* 
Using Lemma 2.6 and (3.22) we obtain 
n-P/* I ’ I~nW dt = n_“,’ “‘ogn IS((n + 1)t)l" dt ” (t(1- t))‘+“‘* I 0 (C(l- t))‘+“‘* 
I 
I 
+ n-P/* lc4 - S((n + WI 
Ibl/logn 
(t( 1 _ t))‘+Pl’ dt 
+ %4og log n), 





The author thanks Reg Kulperger for providing a detailed proof of Lemma 2.1 in 
Kulperger (1985). 
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